
Cycling of Matter 
Carbon in the Living World Virtual Lab 

Name:          Date:      Block:     

Answer all questions independently and in complete sentences! 

Procedures: 

1. Go to the following website: https://serc.carleton.edu/eslabs/carbon/lab1.html 

2. Read the introduction.  
 

Objectives: 

In Part A, you will trace the pathway of carbon from the atmosphere into trees where carbon 

can be stored for hundreds to thousands of years. In Part B, you will go outdoors and 

measure the amount of carbon in the trees on campus. 

 

After completing this lab, you should be able to: 

 Explain why carbon atoms can form the basis of millions of different types of carbon 

compound molecules; 

 Describe how the carbon atoms in CO2 absorbed via plant photosynthesis provide the carbon atoms for 

all of the new carbon compounds a plant produces. 

 Explain how carbon compounds are transformed in four processes that are critical to the carbon cycle; 

photosynthesis, cell respiration, biosynthesis and combustion; 

 Apply skills to measure the amount of carbon in a tree. 

 

3. Click next page. 

4. Read the introduction and watch the video. 

 

Question 1: What ideas about the source of the tree’s mass are you more confident about? Explain your 

answer. [Hint: remember that mass is a measurement of matter, and mater is made of atoms.] 

               

               

               

               

                

 

5. Watch the video: Where do Trees get their mass from? 

Question 2: Which items on both lists are misconceptions about how a tree grows and adds mass?  

               

                

https://serc.carleton.edu/eslabs/carbon/lab1.html


Question 3: Where does a tree actually get most of its mass from?       

               

                

CHECKING-IN QUESTIONS- Read the review of photosynthesis and answer the checking in questions. Mark 

only the correct answers on your answer sheet. 

1. Where do you think the carbon atoms in the glucose molecule originally came 

from? Choose all that apply. 

a. Soil 

b. Water 

c. Carbon dioxide molecules 

d. Air 

 

2. Where do you think the carbon atoms in the cellulose molecule originally came from? Choose all that 

apply. 

a. Soil 

b. Water 

c. Carbon dioxide molecules 

d. Air 

 

 

CHECKING-IN QUESTIONS- Continue reading. Answer the checking in questions. Mark only the correct 

answers on your answer sheet.  

Check your understanding of where carbon goes once it enters a tree by answering the questions below. 

Check all that apply. 

1. Carbon dioxide (CO2) in the air enters a tree via the process(es) of.......? 

a. Respiration 

b. Biosynthesis 

c. Photosynthesis 

 

2. Once CO2 enters the leaves of a tree, the carbon atoms can eventually move to........? 

a. The soil 

b. Leaf litter fall 

c. The roots 

d. Branches, stems, and leaves 

e. The air 

 

3. Under which of the following conditions would a tree add biomass and grow? 

a. Over time, a tree releases more carbon back to the air via respiration than it takes in via 

photosynthesis 

b. Over time, a tree takes in more carbon via photosynthesis than it releases back to the air via 

respiration.  

c. Over time, a tree takes in the same amount of carbon via photosynthesis as it releases back 

to the air via respiration.  

 



4. Carbon atoms get stored in new organic carbon compounds created by what process? 

a. Respiration 

b. Biosynthesis 

c. Photosynthesis 

 

5. The source of a tree's biomass is mostly from...? 

a. Soil 

b. Water 

c. Air  

d. Carbon dioxide  

 

 

FINAL QUESTION- Using the tree diagram above/to 

the right to help you: 

 explain why trees (and all plants) represent a 

small but complete carbon cycle.  

 Draw your own diagram to help you 

illustrate your answer, DO NOT COPY THE 

ONE TO THE RIGHT! 

 Write in clear, complete and concise sentences. 

 

 

 

 


